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Nili Haikin, a certified EB global Consultant 
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Marketing for local and global clients

Global Speaker since 2017 (English, Russian, Hebrew)

I create content on a daily basis since
2008

I LOVE DIGITAL MARKETNG!



our clients
 
 



I am a Content Creator (daily) 
since 2008

 
 More than 30K followers 

 
 



Today we will create engaging content 
together 

Let
's d

o this

AI



Turn to your colleague, 
 

introduce your self, 
 

Shake hand and don't forget to smile
 

content Creation can be very easy and Fun

Turn to
your

colleague 

introduce
yourself 

Shake hands and
don't forget 

to smile

11 22 33



 

3 reasons
 why did you come to this conference

 

 tell your colleague



 NEXT >> Let's create content together now.
 
 

Take a selfie with
your colleague

add your 3
reasons WHY

you chose to be
here

ADD HAshtAG 
& Mentions

POST!

44332211



How we will 
create Content 

as  Employer brand
managers in AI ERA 





AI is expected to destroy more
than 85 million jobs by 2025



AI will create more than 97
million jobs by 2025



84% of people who use AI are unaware
that they are interacting with an AI.

84%84%



ChatGPT reached  100 million users
in less than 2 months 

 A record time for a software in history



AI tools for content creators 

How to use AI tools effectively 

 
How NOT to be replaced by AI 





AI helps Employer Branding by analyzing data to

identify content preferences, generating personalized

content, and optimizing content performance.



Strategic Organic Content Formula
(S.O.C) for employer branding

 



Write a script for a viral video 15-40 seconds long (Reels).
 

Shoot, edit and
upload to the
 TikTok app

 

Remove the
watermarks for

repurposing
(snaptik.app)

 

Upload to
Instagram Reels &
Story & Highlights

 

Upload to the
Facebook page
Reels & share

 to Story
 

Upload original
Tiktok video to the

LinkedIn page 
 



Shoot a video for TikTok and use the script to
create a post or carousel and upload it with photos

to Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn feed.



Use tutorial videos or long YouTube videos
format and cut them into short videos

edited for TikTok, Instagram and Facebook
Reels and even for LinkedIn.

 
 

 A 5-minute video can be
easily turned into five videos

of up to a minute reels



on Facebook and Instagram are

great to share simple, short and

raw content about the employee's

“Day in a life”. Great platform to

show behind-the-scenes activity

and interact with the audience

through questions and polls.

Stories disappear after 24 hours

and allow lighter content to be

streamed online. The exposure in

Stories is significantly higher than

photos in the feed.

The use of reels - short videos of

15-45 seconds - is very important

on all platforms, to speed up the

algorithm for maximum exposure.

Creating content for reels should

be a well-planned, focused, visual

process that resonates with

viewers and deploys your

message clearly.

on Instagram are excellent for

grouping stories by topics and

categories. New followers can

browse the highlights and learn

about the company’s value

proposition, challenges, career

and growth opportunities, through

employee stories. Examples of

highlights: recruitment process,

onboarding, a day in the life,

promotions, fun, and much more.



Video content, with an
emphasis on reels

(Facebook, LinkedIn and
Instagram)

 

Feed photos

Carousel photos

(TikTok, Instagram and today also
Facebook and even LinkedIn)

 

(Facebook, LinkedIn and
Instagram)

 

Our Formula





I need 3-4 creative people 
who work in great companies. 

Get up on stage with your phones
 



44 55332211
Turn on the

camera
pass the phone
to a colleague

shoot a
video 

 name 3 reasons
to join your

company

upload + tag +
smile + enjoy the

hype



This is a type of
content that 

cannot be created 

by AI
 



 
Autentic, rellevant, human, engagement, content: 

 
 

is a reflection of the inner world 
of its creators / organizations 

(unique human brain) 



AI IS a 
great and powerfull TOOL, 

BUT - it's ONLY A TOOL
 

your ideas still needed 
 



Get ready to snap our SOC GUIDE 



www.vitaminp.co.il

Thank You

Nili Haikin, CEO 
+972-52-5875577
nili@vitaminp.co.il


